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OUTLINE OF THE TALK
• The dual and the paucal: Parcelling out semantics vs 

pragmatics

• A study of English couple: at least two

• A new semantics and pragmatics for dual

• A study of Slovenian dual entailments

• Looking towards the paucal



PAUCALS IN TYPOLOGY
• Singular, dual, and plural are well-known and 

currently handled within features such as 
[±singular] and [±augmented] 
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(14) Definitions of number features
a. [!F] " ! [#F]
b. [!augmented] " !P!x!y[y ! x ! P(x) ! P(y)]

In prose, what [!augmented] means is, Given some predicate P that is true of some set x, x is
[!augmented] if there is a proper subset of x for which P is also true. Thus, if P is [!singular],
and the reference set contains only one member, this set is [#augmented] for its value of [$singu-
lar], because there is no proper subset that is still [!singular]. Sets of cardinality 1 are thus
[#augmented] for [$singular].

Now consider a set of cardinality 100. This set is [#singular], and there is indeed at least
one proper subset that is still [#singular] (in fact, there are many of them). Thus, this set is
[!augmented] for its value of [$singular].

Finally, consider a set of cardinality 2. This set is [#singular]. However, there is no proper
subset of a set of cardinality 2 that is still [#singular]. Thus, this set is [#augmented] for its
value of [$singular].

The feature [$augmented] was developed for an independent reason by Conklin (1962) for
the pronoun system of Ilokano. Recall that [$augmented] is always relativized to another feature.
In the case of the dual, [$augmented] is relativized to the value of [$singular]. However, in
principle [$augmented] could be used in combination with any other "-feature. In Ilokano, it is
used in combination with the person features [!author] and [!addressee], which are true if the
reference set contains the speaker and the addressee, respectively. What is interesting about the
Ilokano pronoun system is that [$singular] is not used at all. The definition of [$augmented]
alone, coupled with the person features as predicates, derives the system. The traditional classifica-
tion is given in (15), and the classification using only [$augmented] in (16).

(15) Traditional classification of Ilokano pronominal system

Singular Dual Plural

1st inclusive ta tayo
1st exclusive ko mi
2nd mo yo
3rd na da

(16) Ilokano pronoun system with [$augmented]

[#augmented] [!augmented]

[!auth,!addr] ta ‘you and I alone’ tayo ‘you and I and others’
[!auth,#addr] ko ‘I alone’ mi ‘I and others (but not you)’
[#auth,!addr] mo ‘you alone’ yo ‘you and others (but not I)’
[#auth,#addr] na ‘he, she, it’ da ‘they’

The system as classified in (15) is obviously strange: why should only one person category have
a dual number? The classification of this system in (16) answers this question. Dual is the only
possible number for a set that contains both the author and the addressee and is [#augmented]

+singular, -augmented  = singular

-singular, -augmented  = dual

-singular, +augmented  = plural

-augmented(-singular, +augmented)  = trial



DUALS AS INFLECTIONAL 
CATEGORIES

• When we say a language ‘has a dual’, we mean as a productive 
inflectional category, showing agreement on verbs and 
adjectives as well, as found, e.g., in Sámi:
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(28) Dat guokte mánat boahti- ba deike.
those two children.NOM come.PRES- DL here
‘Those two children come here.’

(29) *Dat guokte mánat boht- e deike.
those two children.NOM come.PRES- PL here
‘Those two children come here.’

However, this distinction is neutralized when the subject is indefinite, and the verb takes plural
agreement with both dual and plural subjects.

(30) Mánat boht- e deike.
children.NOM come.PRES- PL here
‘Children come here.’

(31) *Guokte mánat boahti- ba deike.
two children.NOM come.PRES- DL here
‘Two children come here.’

(32) Guokte mánat boht- e deike.
two children.NOM come.PRES- PL here
‘Two children come here.’

The form in (32) clearly demonstrates an instance of (7a): in the environment of indefinite
subjects, the expression of dual is identical to that of plural (in fact, it is the plural form that is
used). Given that the feature [!augmented] distinguishes the ["singular] categories dual and
plural, and that ["augmented], the value of this feature for dual, is the marked value of the two,
the North Sámi paradigm can be characterized formally as follows:8

(33) Markedness-Targeted Neutralization of ["augmented] in North Sámi
The expression of ["singular,"augmented] is identical to the expression of ["singu-
lar,#augmented] in the environment of indefinite subjects.

Vinka (2001) proposes an implementation of (33) in terms of impoverishment. The key to under-
standing impoverishment is that it is an operation that leads to emergence of a less-specific
exponent, because it feeds the later operations of Vocabulary Insertion that turn abstract feature-
containing terminals into phonological exponents. In Distributed Morphology, it is assumed that
inflectional morphemes may be underspecified with respect to the features that they realize (Halle
and Marantz 1993). A terminal node in the syntax with a set of !-features will be realized by a

8 Mikael Vinka (pers. comm.) has made me aware of additional data on South Sámi. Although the phonological
form of particular morphemes diverges from that of particular North Sámi morphemes in certain ways, the dual-targeted
impoverishment rule is identical to that described in the text for North Sámi.



PAUCALS IN TYPOLOGY

• Singular, dual, and plural are well-known and currently handled within 
features such as [±singular] and [±augmented] 

• Can be recursively used for trials, quartals as well: [-aug]([+aug]([-sg]))

• Corbett (2001:22) languages such as Bayso have a category of paucal 
that is used for quantities of ‘between 2 and 6’, i.e. with an upper bound

• For Harbour 2014, modelling this involves ‘just’ one more feature, but 
before going there, I wanted to think about whether it’s needed (indeed 
given the fact that it is virtually never reflected in agreement, unlike dual)



A STUDY OF COUPLE



BACKGROUND: 
SEMANTICS OF NUMERALS

• Claim: numerals are semantically ambiguous

• Lower-bounded reading: 

• Exact-reading:

• Result (Marty, Chemla & Spector 2015): between three and 
five has a ‘phantom’ reading delivered by existential closure 
of ‘at least three’, but the pragmatics usually blocks this 
(because, why not just use ‘three’)?

Phantoms, Between-Expressions, Couple, and Paucals

Andrew Nevins, University College London

UCL Pragmatics Reading Group, March 2016

1. Numerals as Ambiguous

Starting point: two means ‘at least two’ (lower bounded,
or unilateral) or ‘exactly two’ (doubly lower- and upper-
bounded, or bilateral).
Evidence for the former: You must weigh three stone to

get on this rollercoaster; (*exactly) three students came

to the party – in fact all of them did. The lower-bounded
reading comes from:

(1) Existential closure: 9 group G, three-students(G)
^ came-to-party(G)

And the exact reading comes from:

(2) Maximization: [ three N ] VP is interpreted as:
the maximal group G, students(G) ^ came-to-
party(G) has cardinality 3

These are taken as two semantic rules that can then apply
to between three and five as well. Applying (1) but not
(2) generates a possible, but infrequently-used ‘phantom’
reading, where it means ‘at least three’ – if seven students
came to the party, then it’s true that there exists a group of
three that came to the party.

So why is it so rare to treat between three and five

with (1)? Pragmatic reasoning says, if five is not to be
used in the final truth-conditions, why is it mentioned?
On this view, the predominantly double-bounded reading
of between three and five comes from reasoning that the
speaker didn’t intend the lower-bounded reading. But the
latter is still semantically available, and that’s what Marty
et al. set out to test experimentally.
2. Graded Sentence-Picture Matching

For a sentence S with two distinct readings R1 and R2,
participants will judge S to be true to a higher degree if
both readings are true. Their idea: to compare the avail-
ability of the lower-bound reading for between three and

five with the bare numeral five (where it’s by hypothesis
more easily available) and with the French X est compris

entre 3 et 5 (which they call between*, and which syntac-
tically forces an exact reading.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Examples of sentence-picture items. These examples correspond to critical cases for Experiment
1.

3.2 Experimental material

Each item consisted of a sentence and a picture (see Figure 1). Sentences used in Exp.1-3 are schematically
described in Table 1. Actual sentences were in French, as illustrated below in (14)-(18). Each experiment
included one distinct type of target sentences (i.e. Between, Between* or Bare Numeral) and the same
two types of control sentences (i.e. At least and At most). The value of n varied in the set {3, 4} in
Exp.1 and 2, and in the set {3, 4, 5, 6} in Exp.3. The �color� term was one of the following French color
adjectives: ‘rouge’(red), ‘bleu’(blue) or ‘vert’(green).

Exp. Label Description of the sentence types

1
Between Between n and (n + 2) dots are �color�.
At least At least n dots are �color�.
At most At most (n + 2) dots are �color�.

2
Between* The number of �color� dots is between n and (n + 2).
At least At least n dots are �color�.
At most At most (n + 2) dots are �color�.

3
Bare Numeral n dots are �color�.
At least At least n dots are �color�.
At most At most n dots are �color�.

Table 1: Schematic description of the sentence types used in Experiment 1, 2 and 3. For a more concrete
illustration, you may read n as 3 and �color� as red.

Pictures were composed of four boxes. Each box contained between 1 and 6 dots, which were repre-
sented as on the faces of a die to facilitate counting by summing small numbers. In each box, dots were
either of the target color used in the sentence (abbreviated to target dots henceforth), or of a di�erent
filler color. The �color� involved in each sentence-picture item was randomly selected from the list of
target colors (i.e. red, blue or green). The second color used in the picture was then pseudo-randomly
chosen from the list of filler colors (i.e. red, blue, green, purple, yellow, black or gray) minus the selected
target color. The number of target dots represented in the pictures varied over the range [n � 3, n + 5]
in Exp.1 and 2, and over the range [n� 3, n+3] in Exp.3, giving rise to three types of pictures: Inferior,
Intermediate and Superior pictures, as described in Table 2.

In Exp.1, Between sentences such as (14) were investigated for their two potential readings:

(14) Entre 3 et 5 points sont rouges.
Between 3 and 5 dots are red.

7

In the picture above, there
are a total of 7 red dots. This Superior condition is one
in which the lower-bounded reading of between three and

five is true but the double-bounded is not. If there are
two such dots, the Inferior condition, it’s false for both
the lower-bounded and double-bounded reading. If there
are four such dots, the Intermediate condition, it’s true
for both the lower-bounded and double-bounded read-
ing. Given these conditions, between three and five

should be rated as very-false in the Inferior condition,
very-true in the Intermediate condition, and somewhat
true in the Superior condition. In short, the Superior
condition is the most important one. But between*,
if only double-bounded, should be false in the Supe-
rior condition, and bare numerals, if more easily lower-
bounded, should be more true in the Superior condition.Procedure

Sentence-picture items, as illustrated in Figure 1, were
displayed in the centre of a computer screen using the
graphical user interface PyGame for Python. For each
item, participants were asked to assess the extent to which
the sentence was a correct description of the depicted
situation. The participants gave their answers along a
continuum of answers, by setting with a cursor the right
end of a red line going between ‘No’ (to the left) to ‘Yes’
(to the right). Items remained on the screen until
participants entered their answer. The experiment started
with 10 trials involving sentences unrelated to the present
experimental issue (e.g., ‘There are red dots’): these trials
were included to allow participants to familiarise them-
selves with the paradigm. Next, the participants were
presented with test items in a random order, with a 1500
ms interstimulus interval (blank screen) and two self-
timed breaks after each third of the experiment. The
number of test items included in Exps 1–3 is given in
Table 4. Each experiment was designed so that the
proportion of expected ‘true’ and ‘false’ responses was
well-balanced. In the Target conditions (i.e., Superior
pictures), one half of the test items for the target Between,
Between* and Bare Numeral sentences exemplified the
group sub-conditions, and the other half exemplified the
no-group sub-conditions.

Results

Participants’ responses were coded as the position of the
response on the scale, from 0% for a rejection to 100% for
acceptance of the sentence as a correct description.

Control sentences

Responses to the At least and At most sentences for the
three experiments were as expected: there were small
discrepancies for the At most sentences that are in line
with previous empirical observations,4 but the overall
mean accuracy reached 82% (SD = 17). These results
show that participants performed the task appropriately.

Target sentences

Figure 2 reports the mean ratings to the target sentences
by experimental condition (i.e., by picture type). For each
of the three experiments, participants’ responses were
analysed using linear mixed-effects regression models
(Gaussian family). Each model included Condition as a
fixed effect and a maximal random-effects structure. In the
following, reported χ2 values and p-values were obtained
by performing likelihood ratio tests in which the deviance
of a model containing the fixed effect (or interaction) of
interest was compared to another model without it, but
otherwise identical in a random effects structure (Barr,
Levy, Scheepers, & Tily, 2013).

In Exp. 1, the mean rating for the Between sentences in
the Target condition (M = 34%) fell between the rating
obtained in the False condition (M = 5%, comparison with
Target: β = −29.7, t = −3.5, χ2 = 9.3, p < .005) and in the
True condition (M = 84%, comparison with Target:
β = 49.4, t = 5, χ2 = 15.4, p < .0001). Thus, Between
sentences were assigned a rating intermediate between
‘clearly false’ and ‘clearly true’ when its two potential
readings corresponded to different truth values. By con-
trast, in Exp. 2, the mean rating for the unambiguous,
doubly bounded Between* sentences shows a different
pattern: the Target and the False conditions in which the
sentence is predicted to be false were not judged
differently (M = 3% vs. M = 2%, β = −0.7, t = −0.4,
ns), although both were judged much lower than the True
condition (M = 85%, all βs > 82, ts > 11, χ2 > 27, ps <
.0001). A linear mixed-effects model was fitted in a
likelihood setting to examine the effects of Sentence in
Exp. 1 vs. 2 and Condition (False vs. Target) on
responses. The model included a maximal random-effects
structure. There were an effect of Sentence (β = −32.7, t =
−3.9, χ2 = 12, p < .005), an effect of Condition (β = −31,

Table 4. Number of test items included in Experiments 1–3 by
experimental condition.

Sentence Exp. Inferior Intermediate Superior

Between/Between* 18 36 36
At least 1 & 2 18 36 36
At most 18 36 36

Bare Numeral 24 16 48
At least 3 24 16 48
At most 24 16 48

Figure 2. Mean rating (in %) for the Between, Between* and
Bare Numeral sentences as a function of the condition (i.e., by
picture type). The Target conditions (Superior pictures) yield
intermediate ratings in Exps 1 and 3, i.e., in the two specific
cases in which an ambiguity between a true and a false reading is
predicted. Error bars refer to standard errors.
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They also included, as baselines, at least three and at

most five. In the Superior cases, at least three is very true,
and at most five is very false. So how do the judgements
for between three and five compare to the judgements for
these other two? Intermediate, again:

t = −3.6, χ2 = 9.7, p < .01), and a significant interaction
between Sentence and Condition (β = 30.2, t = 3.5, χ2 = 9,
p < .005).

In Exp. 3, the ambiguous Bare Numeral sentences
delivered a three-way pattern similar to the one obtained
for Between sentences: the mean rating for the Target
condition (M = 78%) fell between the mean ratings for the
False condition (M = 4%, β = −74, t = −12.9, χ2 = 31.5,
p < .0001) and True condition (M = 99%, β = 21, t = 3.5,
χ2 = 8.6, p < .005). As above, a linear mixed-effects
model was fitted in a likelihood setting to examine the
effect of Sentence in Exp. 1 vs. 3 and Condition (False vs.
Target) on responses. The model included a maximal
random-effect structure. There were an effect of Sentence
(β = 42.2, t = 4.2, χ2 = 10.9, p < .005), an effect of
Condition (β = −30.9, t = −3.7, χ2 = 40.5, p < .0001) and
a significant interaction between Sentence and Condition
(β = −43.1, t = −4.2, χ2 = 10.7, p < .005).

This pattern of results is fully explained if we assume
that (1) Between sentences are ambiguous between a
doubly bounded reading (false in the Target condition)
and a lower-bounded reading (true in the Target condi-
tion), just like Bare Numeral sentences (albeit to a lower
degree) and unlike unambiguous Between* sentences, and
that (2) the more the readings are true, the higher the
sentence is rated.

A comparison between Control and Target sentences

In Figure 3, we represent the results for the target
sentences in the Target condition (Superior pictures)
along with different baselines: the results for the control
At most and At least sentences in this same condition in
each experiment. Participants’ responses were fitted into a

linear mixed-effects regression model with Sentence as a
fixed effect. All models included maximal random-effect
structures.

The mean rating for Between sentences fell between the
At most (M = 5%, β = −20.4, t = −2.8, χ2 = 6.6, p < .01)
and At least (M = 93%, β = 57.7, t = 6.6, χ2 = 21.4, p <
.0001) control sentences. The same pattern is found for
Bare Numeral sentences in Exp. 3 (all ts > 2.3, ps < .05),
but not for unambiguous Between* sentences in Exp. 2 (At
most vs. Between*: β = 2.7, t = 1, ns).

Comparisons of responses to the At most and Target
sentences were carried out between Exps 1 and 2, and
between Exps 1 and 3, using linear mixed-effects models.
Both models included Sentence (Target vs. At most),
Experiment (1 vs. 2 and 1 vs. 3, respectively) and their
interaction as fixed effects, and a maximal random-effects
structure. Results from both models showed an effect of
Sentence (all χ2 > 8, ps < .05), an effect of Experiment
(all χ2 > 11, ps < .005) and a significant interaction
between Sentence and Experiment (all χ2 > 8, ps < .005).

Discussion of the offline results

We designed a sentence-picture matching task using
graded judgements to investigate the meaning of the
modified numeral ‘between n and m’. Our results yield
three arguments that reveal the existence of what we
called a phantom, lower-bounded meaning for this
expression. The mean rating of Between sentences as a
description of situations in which the preferred, doubly
bounded reading is false, but the phantom, lower-bounded
reading is true and has the following properties:

(Result 1) it is higher than in situations where both the
lower-bounded and the doubly bounded readings are
false;
(Result 2) it is higher than similar ratings for
Between* sentences, which provide otherwise unam-
biguous glosses of their doubly bounded reading (but
not of their lower-bounded reading); and
(Result 3) it is intermediate between ratings obtained
for unambiguously true/false at least or at most
control sentences.

We would thus like to interpret the intermediate rating of
Between sentences in the Target condition as support for
the claim that this sentence is ambiguous between two
readings, one of them being true and the other one being
false in that particular condition. However, one may
wonder if this intermediate rating could not be explained
otherwise. One might suggest that these items are harder
to evaluate than others. But it is unlikely to be so for the
following reasons. If the Between sentences were not
ambiguous, the Between* sentences would make for an
exact paraphrase. But the Between* sentences do not

Figure 3. Mean rating (in %) for the At most, Target and At
least sentences in the Target conditions (Superior pictures) as a
function of the Experiment. Target sentences correspond respect-
ively to Between sentences in Exp. 1, Between* in Exp. 2 and
Bare Numeral in Exp. 3 (this part of the results was already
presented in Figure 1, along with different baselines). The target
sentences yield intermediate ratings in Exps 1 and 3, i.e., in the
two specific cases in which an ambiguity between a true and a
false reading is predicted. Error bars refer to standard errors.
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Phantoms, Between-Expressions, Couple, and Paucals

Andrew Nevins, University College London

UCL Pragmatics Reading Group, March 2016

1. Numerals as Ambiguous

Starting point: two means ‘at least two’ (lower bounded,
or unilateral) or ‘exactly two’ (doubly lower- and upper-
bounded, or bilateral).
Evidence for the former: You must weigh three stone to

get on this rollercoaster; (*exactly) three students came

to the party – in fact all of them did. The lower-bounded
reading comes from:

(1) Existential closure: 9 group G, three-students(G)
^ came-to-party(G)

And the exact reading comes from:

(2) Maximization: [ three N ] VP is interpreted as:
the maximal group G, students(G) ^ came-to-
party(G) has cardinality 3

These are taken as two semantic rules that can then apply
to between three and five as well. Applying (1) but not
(2) generates a possible, but infrequently-used ‘phantom’
reading, where it means ‘at least three’ – if seven students
came to the party, then it’s true that there exists a group of
three that came to the party.

So why is it so rare to treat between three and five

with (1)? Pragmatic reasoning says, if five is not to be
used in the final truth-conditions, why is it mentioned?
On this view, the predominantly double-bounded reading
of between three and five comes from reasoning that the
speaker didn’t intend the lower-bounded reading. But the
latter is still semantically available, and that’s what Marty
et al. set out to test experimentally.
2. Graded Sentence-Picture Matching

For a sentence S with two distinct readings R1 and R2,
participants will judge S to be true to a higher degree if
both readings are true. Their idea: to compare the avail-
ability of the lower-bound reading for between three and

five with the bare numeral five (where it’s by hypothesis
more easily available) and with the French X est compris

entre 3 et 5 (which they call between*, and which syntac-
tically forces an exact reading.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Examples of sentence-picture items. These examples correspond to critical cases for Experiment
1.

3.2 Experimental material

Each item consisted of a sentence and a picture (see Figure 1). Sentences used in Exp.1-3 are schematically
described in Table 1. Actual sentences were in French, as illustrated below in (14)-(18). Each experiment
included one distinct type of target sentences (i.e. Between, Between* or Bare Numeral) and the same
two types of control sentences (i.e. At least and At most). The value of n varied in the set {3, 4} in
Exp.1 and 2, and in the set {3, 4, 5, 6} in Exp.3. The �color� term was one of the following French color
adjectives: ‘rouge’(red), ‘bleu’(blue) or ‘vert’(green).

Exp. Label Description of the sentence types

1
Between Between n and (n + 2) dots are �color�.
At least At least n dots are �color�.
At most At most (n + 2) dots are �color�.

2
Between* The number of �color� dots is between n and (n + 2).
At least At least n dots are �color�.
At most At most (n + 2) dots are �color�.

3
Bare Numeral n dots are �color�.
At least At least n dots are �color�.
At most At most n dots are �color�.

Table 1: Schematic description of the sentence types used in Experiment 1, 2 and 3. For a more concrete
illustration, you may read n as 3 and �color� as red.

Pictures were composed of four boxes. Each box contained between 1 and 6 dots, which were repre-
sented as on the faces of a die to facilitate counting by summing small numbers. In each box, dots were
either of the target color used in the sentence (abbreviated to target dots henceforth), or of a di�erent
filler color. The �color� involved in each sentence-picture item was randomly selected from the list of
target colors (i.e. red, blue or green). The second color used in the picture was then pseudo-randomly
chosen from the list of filler colors (i.e. red, blue, green, purple, yellow, black or gray) minus the selected
target color. The number of target dots represented in the pictures varied over the range [n � 3, n + 5]
in Exp.1 and 2, and over the range [n� 3, n+3] in Exp.3, giving rise to three types of pictures: Inferior,
Intermediate and Superior pictures, as described in Table 2.

In Exp.1, Between sentences such as (14) were investigated for their two potential readings:

(14) Entre 3 et 5 points sont rouges.
Between 3 and 5 dots are red.

7

In the picture above, there
are a total of 7 red dots. This Superior condition is one
in which the lower-bounded reading of between three and

five is true but the double-bounded is not. If there are
two such dots, the Inferior condition, it’s false for both
the lower-bounded and double-bounded reading. If there
are four such dots, the Intermediate condition, it’s true
for both the lower-bounded and double-bounded read-
ing. Given these conditions, between three and five

should be rated as very-false in the Inferior condition,
very-true in the Intermediate condition, and somewhat
true in the Superior condition. In short, the Superior
condition is the most important one. But between*,
if only double-bounded, should be false in the Supe-
rior condition, and bare numerals, if more easily lower-
bounded, should be more true in the Superior condition.Procedure

Sentence-picture items, as illustrated in Figure 1, were
displayed in the centre of a computer screen using the
graphical user interface PyGame for Python. For each
item, participants were asked to assess the extent to which
the sentence was a correct description of the depicted
situation. The participants gave their answers along a
continuum of answers, by setting with a cursor the right
end of a red line going between ‘No’ (to the left) to ‘Yes’
(to the right). Items remained on the screen until
participants entered their answer. The experiment started
with 10 trials involving sentences unrelated to the present
experimental issue (e.g., ‘There are red dots’): these trials
were included to allow participants to familiarise them-
selves with the paradigm. Next, the participants were
presented with test items in a random order, with a 1500
ms interstimulus interval (blank screen) and two self-
timed breaks after each third of the experiment. The
number of test items included in Exps 1–3 is given in
Table 4. Each experiment was designed so that the
proportion of expected ‘true’ and ‘false’ responses was
well-balanced. In the Target conditions (i.e., Superior
pictures), one half of the test items for the target Between,
Between* and Bare Numeral sentences exemplified the
group sub-conditions, and the other half exemplified the
no-group sub-conditions.

Results

Participants’ responses were coded as the position of the
response on the scale, from 0% for a rejection to 100% for
acceptance of the sentence as a correct description.

Control sentences

Responses to the At least and At most sentences for the
three experiments were as expected: there were small
discrepancies for the At most sentences that are in line
with previous empirical observations,4 but the overall
mean accuracy reached 82% (SD = 17). These results
show that participants performed the task appropriately.

Target sentences

Figure 2 reports the mean ratings to the target sentences
by experimental condition (i.e., by picture type). For each
of the three experiments, participants’ responses were
analysed using linear mixed-effects regression models
(Gaussian family). Each model included Condition as a
fixed effect and a maximal random-effects structure. In the
following, reported χ2 values and p-values were obtained
by performing likelihood ratio tests in which the deviance
of a model containing the fixed effect (or interaction) of
interest was compared to another model without it, but
otherwise identical in a random effects structure (Barr,
Levy, Scheepers, & Tily, 2013).

In Exp. 1, the mean rating for the Between sentences in
the Target condition (M = 34%) fell between the rating
obtained in the False condition (M = 5%, comparison with
Target: β = −29.7, t = −3.5, χ2 = 9.3, p < .005) and in the
True condition (M = 84%, comparison with Target:
β = 49.4, t = 5, χ2 = 15.4, p < .0001). Thus, Between
sentences were assigned a rating intermediate between
‘clearly false’ and ‘clearly true’ when its two potential
readings corresponded to different truth values. By con-
trast, in Exp. 2, the mean rating for the unambiguous,
doubly bounded Between* sentences shows a different
pattern: the Target and the False conditions in which the
sentence is predicted to be false were not judged
differently (M = 3% vs. M = 2%, β = −0.7, t = −0.4,
ns), although both were judged much lower than the True
condition (M = 85%, all βs > 82, ts > 11, χ2 > 27, ps <
.0001). A linear mixed-effects model was fitted in a
likelihood setting to examine the effects of Sentence in
Exp. 1 vs. 2 and Condition (False vs. Target) on
responses. The model included a maximal random-effects
structure. There were an effect of Sentence (β = −32.7, t =
−3.9, χ2 = 12, p < .005), an effect of Condition (β = −31,

Table 4. Number of test items included in Experiments 1–3 by
experimental condition.

Sentence Exp. Inferior Intermediate Superior

Between/Between* 18 36 36
At least 1 & 2 18 36 36
At most 18 36 36

Bare Numeral 24 16 48
At least 3 24 16 48
At most 24 16 48

Figure 2. Mean rating (in %) for the Between, Between* and
Bare Numeral sentences as a function of the condition (i.e., by
picture type). The Target conditions (Superior pictures) yield
intermediate ratings in Exps 1 and 3, i.e., in the two specific
cases in which an ambiguity between a true and a false reading is
predicted. Error bars refer to standard errors.
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They also included, as baselines, at least three and at

most five. In the Superior cases, at least three is very true,
and at most five is very false. So how do the judgements
for between three and five compare to the judgements for
these other two? Intermediate, again:

t = −3.6, χ2 = 9.7, p < .01), and a significant interaction
between Sentence and Condition (β = 30.2, t = 3.5, χ2 = 9,
p < .005).

In Exp. 3, the ambiguous Bare Numeral sentences
delivered a three-way pattern similar to the one obtained
for Between sentences: the mean rating for the Target
condition (M = 78%) fell between the mean ratings for the
False condition (M = 4%, β = −74, t = −12.9, χ2 = 31.5,
p < .0001) and True condition (M = 99%, β = 21, t = 3.5,
χ2 = 8.6, p < .005). As above, a linear mixed-effects
model was fitted in a likelihood setting to examine the
effect of Sentence in Exp. 1 vs. 3 and Condition (False vs.
Target) on responses. The model included a maximal
random-effect structure. There were an effect of Sentence
(β = 42.2, t = 4.2, χ2 = 10.9, p < .005), an effect of
Condition (β = −30.9, t = −3.7, χ2 = 40.5, p < .0001) and
a significant interaction between Sentence and Condition
(β = −43.1, t = −4.2, χ2 = 10.7, p < .005).

This pattern of results is fully explained if we assume
that (1) Between sentences are ambiguous between a
doubly bounded reading (false in the Target condition)
and a lower-bounded reading (true in the Target condi-
tion), just like Bare Numeral sentences (albeit to a lower
degree) and unlike unambiguous Between* sentences, and
that (2) the more the readings are true, the higher the
sentence is rated.

A comparison between Control and Target sentences

In Figure 3, we represent the results for the target
sentences in the Target condition (Superior pictures)
along with different baselines: the results for the control
At most and At least sentences in this same condition in
each experiment. Participants’ responses were fitted into a

linear mixed-effects regression model with Sentence as a
fixed effect. All models included maximal random-effect
structures.

The mean rating for Between sentences fell between the
At most (M = 5%, β = −20.4, t = −2.8, χ2 = 6.6, p < .01)
and At least (M = 93%, β = 57.7, t = 6.6, χ2 = 21.4, p <
.0001) control sentences. The same pattern is found for
Bare Numeral sentences in Exp. 3 (all ts > 2.3, ps < .05),
but not for unambiguous Between* sentences in Exp. 2 (At
most vs. Between*: β = 2.7, t = 1, ns).

Comparisons of responses to the At most and Target
sentences were carried out between Exps 1 and 2, and
between Exps 1 and 3, using linear mixed-effects models.
Both models included Sentence (Target vs. At most),
Experiment (1 vs. 2 and 1 vs. 3, respectively) and their
interaction as fixed effects, and a maximal random-effects
structure. Results from both models showed an effect of
Sentence (all χ2 > 8, ps < .05), an effect of Experiment
(all χ2 > 11, ps < .005) and a significant interaction
between Sentence and Experiment (all χ2 > 8, ps < .005).

Discussion of the offline results

We designed a sentence-picture matching task using
graded judgements to investigate the meaning of the
modified numeral ‘between n and m’. Our results yield
three arguments that reveal the existence of what we
called a phantom, lower-bounded meaning for this
expression. The mean rating of Between sentences as a
description of situations in which the preferred, doubly
bounded reading is false, but the phantom, lower-bounded
reading is true and has the following properties:

(Result 1) it is higher than in situations where both the
lower-bounded and the doubly bounded readings are
false;
(Result 2) it is higher than similar ratings for
Between* sentences, which provide otherwise unam-
biguous glosses of their doubly bounded reading (but
not of their lower-bounded reading); and
(Result 3) it is intermediate between ratings obtained
for unambiguously true/false at least or at most
control sentences.

We would thus like to interpret the intermediate rating of
Between sentences in the Target condition as support for
the claim that this sentence is ambiguous between two
readings, one of them being true and the other one being
false in that particular condition. However, one may
wonder if this intermediate rating could not be explained
otherwise. One might suggest that these items are harder
to evaluate than others. But it is unlikely to be so for the
following reasons. If the Between sentences were not
ambiguous, the Between* sentences would make for an
exact paraphrase. But the Between* sentences do not

Figure 3. Mean rating (in %) for the At most, Target and At
least sentences in the Target conditions (Superior pictures) as a
function of the Experiment. Target sentences correspond respect-
ively to Between sentences in Exp. 1, Between* in Exp. 2 and
Bare Numeral in Exp. 3 (this part of the results was already
presented in Figure 1, along with different baselines). The target
sentences yield intermediate ratings in Exps 1 and 3, i.e., in the
two specific cases in which an ambiguity between a true and a
false reading is predicted. Error bars refer to standard errors.
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RESULTS AND PREDICTIONS

• Given that Marty et al found phantom readings for 
between-expressions, what about English couple? 
Does it have a semantics of exactly two, or is it 
more like two (or two plus epsilon)

• The pragmatic calculation that disfavors between 
three and five due to its complexity (why mention 
five) is less likely to arise with couple



TRUTH-JUDGEMENT 
ON A SLIDER

Figure 1: Examples of sentence-picture items. These examples correspond
to critical cases (target) for Experiment 1.

10

Idea: in cases of ambiguity, the more readings that are true
 (e.g. one-sided and two-sided) the higher the truthiness rating



CONDITIONS COMPARED
Sentence type Label Description of the pictures

Couple
Inferior hcolori dots = 1
Intermediate hcolori dots = 2
Superior 3  hcolori dots  11

Between
Inferior hcolori dots = 1
Intermediate 2  hcolori dots  6
Superior 7  hcolori dots  11

Low Numeral & At Least
Inferior hcolori dots = 1
Intermediate hcolori dots = 2
Superior 3  hcolori dots  7

High Numeral & At Most
Inferior 1  hcolori dots < 6
Intermediate hcolori dots = 6
Superior 7  hcolori dots  11

Some & All
Null hcolori dots = 0
Partial 0 < hcolori dots < dots
Total hcolori dots = dots

Table 2: Schematic description of the picture types used in Experiment 1,
where hcolori refer to the color adjective involved in the sentence they were
paired with.

19

both readings false
both readings true
one reading true



RESULT: COUPLE WITH {4-11} 
IS OF INTERMEDIATE TRUTH

Figure 4: Mean rating (in %) to the target Between and Couple sentences
as a function of the condition (i.e., by picture type). Error bars refer to
standard errors.

13

n=22, British 
English

Intermediate truthiness for superior readings



RESULT: COUPLE PATTERNS 
MORE LIKE ‘6’ THAN ‘AT MOST 6’

Figure 6: Mean rating (in %) for High Numeral, At most, Between and Couple
sentences over the range [6;11] of target dots. Error bars for Between and
Couple sentences refer to standard errors.

15

n=22, British English



CALCULATING ALTERNATIVES
• Suppose that two, couple, some have their usually optional ‘exact’ 

reading forced in the presence of only, as this cancels other 
alternatives on the scale

• For two, the alternatives are three, four, etc., and for some, the 
alternatives are many, all, etc. But what about couple? Arguably these 
are less well-defined, and may include a lot, several, without clear 
boundaries

• We decided to compare the acceptability of only two vs only a 
couple to describe four, six, eight dots.



ONLY A COUPLE IS LESS STRICT 
THAN ONLY TWO

Paucity

Figure 5 Mean rating (in %) to the Two and Couple sentences by picture condition (i.e., 8-DOT
vs. 16-DOT) as a function of the number of target dots represented on the pictures
(on the right), and then aggregated by experimental condition (on the left). Error
bars refer to standard errors.

Only-Couple and Only-Two sentences Participants’ responses to Only-Couple and Only-Two
sentences are depicted in Figure 4.4. As above, a linear mixed-effects model was fitted in a
likelihood setting to examine the effect of Sentence (Only-Couple vs. Only-Two) and Picture
(8-DOT vs. 16-DOT) on responses. The model included a maximal random-effects structure.
There were an effect of Sentence (b = 11, t = 3.2, c2 = 5.4, p < .05), an effect of Picture
(b = 2, t = 1.3, c2 = 7.1, p < .01) and a significant interaction between Sentence and Picture
(b = 14, t = 3, c2 = 9.2, p < .005). Hence, in the TARGET conditions, participants rated the
Couple sentences higher when the number of target dots corresponded to a smaller proportion of
the whole number of dots on the pictures (e.g., 6 out of 8 dots vs. 6 out of 16 dots).

4.5 Summary (in progress)

Despite the similarities between Two and Couple sentences, the present results suggest that the
comparison process at stake in the derivation of their doubly-bound readings involve different kinds
of alternatives. As expected, in the case of Two sentences, we found that participants rejected their
Only-variant in situations where the number of target dots exceeds two. This is in line with much of
the literature on the processing and acquisition of numerals: their scale is cognitively salient and
acquired early. In the case of Couple sentences, we found that participants were more or less likely
to reject their Only-variants in cases the number of target dots exceeds two depending on the total
number of dots represented on the pictures. A possible interpretation of these results is that the set
of alternatives for Couple sentences leaves room for proportional expressions.

Side-comment: lower acceptance of Two sentences, certain differences that we did not observe
in Experiment 1. Maybe an artifact of the experimental context. Despite the addition of fillers,
participants may have been more aware of the contrast between ‘two’ and ‘a couple of’, and tried

13

Use of only two degrades sharply with four dots, as clear 
alternatives (e.g. four dots) have been openly negated

Use of only a couple remains okay with four dots, 
depending on which alternatives (e.g. several dots, 

half of the dots) have been negated



SUMMARY OF RESULTS
• English couple, thought to mean ‘exactly two’ (with an 

etymological basis for this) has a paucal meaning.

• Paucals in less well-understood languages may be 
more like English couple than a dedicated number 
category

• Paucals may have the semantics of ‘at least two’, and a 
pragmatics that competes with a range of alternatives



PREDICTIONS FOR DUAL

• Dual doesn’t semantically mean “exactly two”

• It means “at least two”, and in downward entailing 
contexts this meaning shines though, the same way 
that “some” doesn't mean “not all”, as diagnosed in 
DE contexts



SLOVENIAN DUALS



UPWARD ENTAILING 
ENVIRONMENT

0.00%$

10.00%$

20.00%$

30.00%$

40.00%$

50.00%$

60.00%$

70.00%$

80.00%$

90.00%$

100.00%$

$some$→$all$ $dual+two$→$
three$

$dual$→$three$ three$→$four$

Slovenian, n = 30 (three items per condition, plus fillers)

(17) Pragmatic Result: Being more morphologically marked, dual will only
be used for the most marked cases of reference, i.e. exactly two

in languages without PL, SG means at least one (number-neutral). Correspond-
ingly, in languages with DL, PL becomes ”three or more”.

4 Suspending Competition in the Slovenian Dual

Context:

(18) ˇ

Ce

if

Eva

Eva

na

on

tomboli

tombola

zadane

wins

tortici,

cakes.du

bo

will

gotovo

surely

vesela.

happy

“If Eva wins two cakes in tombola, she will be very happy.”

question:

(19) Ali

Q

bo

will

Eva

Eva

vesela,

happy

e

if

na

on

tomboli

tombola

zadane

wins

tri

three

totice?

cakes

“Will Eva be happy if she wins three cakes on tombola?”

(20) Vsak

Each

kratkohlačnik,

kid

ki

which

poje

eats

banani,

bananas.du

dobi

gets

za

for

nagrado

prize

bonbon.

candy

“Each kid who will eat (two) bananas will get a candy as reward.”

(21) Ali

Q

dobi

gets

za

for

nagrado

prize

bonbon

candy

tudi

also

tisti

that

kratkohlačnik,

kid

ki

which

poje

eats

tri

three

banane?

bananas

“Will the one who eats three bananas also get a candy as a reward?”

(22) Janezov

Janez’s

prijatelj

friend

je

aux

prodal

sold

bicikla.

bikes.dual

(23) Ali

Is

je

this

ta

sentence

stavek

a

dober

good

opis

description

situacije

ot

tudi,

the

e

situation

je

if

Janezov

Janez’s

prijatelj

friend

prodal

sold

tri

three

bicikle?

bikes?

3

(17) Pragmatic Result: Being more morphologically marked, dual will only
be used for the most marked cases of reference, i.e. exactly two

in languages without PL, SG means at least one (number-neutral). Correspond-
ingly, in languages with DL, PL becomes ”three or more”.

4 Suspending Competition in the Slovenian Dual

Context:

(18) ˇ

Ce

if

Eva

Eva

na

on

tomboli

tombola

zadane

wins

tortici,

cakes.du

bo

will

gotovo

surely

vesela.

happy

“If Eva wins two cakes in tombola, she will be very happy.”

question:

(19) Ali

Q

bo

will

Eva

Eva

vesela,

happy

e

if

na

on

tomboli

tombola

zadane

wins

tri

three

totice?

cakes

“Will Eva be happy if she wins three cakes on tombola?”

(20) Vsak

Each

kratkohlačnik,

kid

ki

which

poje

eats

banani,

bananas.du

dobi

gets

za

for

nagrado

prize

bonbon.

candy

“Each kid who will eat (two) bananas will get a candy as reward.”

(21) Ali

Q

dobi

gets

za

for

nagrado

prize

bonbon

candy

tudi

also

tisti

that

kratkohlačnik,

kid

ki

which

poje

eats

tri

three

banane?

bananas

“Will the one who eats three bananas also get a candy as a reward?”

(22) Janezov

Janez’s

prijatelj

friend

je

aux

prodal

sold

bicikla.

bikes.dual

(23) Ali

Is

je

this

ta

sentence

stavek

a

dober

good

opis

description

situacije

ot

tudi,

the

e

situation

je

if

Janezov

Janez’s

prijatelj

friend

prodal

sold

tri

three

bicikle?

bikes?

3



DE ENVIRONMENT: 
ANTECEDENT OF CONDITIONAL
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70.00%$
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90.00%$

100.00%$

$some$→$all$ $dual+two$→$
three$

$dual$→$three$ three$→$four$

(17) Pragmatic Result: Being more morphologically marked, dual will only
be used for the most marked cases of reference, i.e. exactly two

in languages without PL, SG means at least one (number-neutral). Correspond-
ingly, in languages with DL, PL becomes ”three or more”.

4 Suspending Competition in the Slovenian Dual

(TO BE ADDED. BASIC RESULT: DUAL MEANS ‘AT LEAST TWO’) Con-
text:

(18) ˇ

Ce

if

Eva

Eva

na

on

tomboli

tombola

zadane

wins

tortici,

cakes.du

bo

will

gotovo

surely

vesela.

happy

“If Eva wins two cakes in tombola, she will be very happy.”

questione:

(19) Ali

Q

bo

will

Eva

Eva

vesela,

happy

e

if

na

on

tomboli

tombola

zadane

wins

tri

three

totice?

cakes

“Will Eva be happy if she wins three cakes on tombola?”

3

(17) Pragmatic Result: Being more morphologically marked, dual will only
be used for the most marked cases of reference, i.e. exactly two

in languages without PL, SG means at least one (number-neutral). Correspond-
ingly, in languages with DL, PL becomes ”three or more”.

4 Suspending Competition in the Slovenian Dual

(TO BE ADDED. BASIC RESULT: DUAL MEANS ‘AT LEAST TWO’) Con-
text:

(18) ˇ

Ce

if

Eva

Eva

na

on

tomboli

tombola

zadane

wins

tortici,

cakes.du

bo

will

gotovo

surely

vesela.

happy

“If Eva wins two cakes in tombola, she will be very happy.”

questione:

(19) Ali

Q

bo

will

Eva

Eva

vesela,

happy

e

if

na

on

tomboli

tombola

zadane

wins

tri

three

totice?

cakes

“Will Eva be happy if she wins three cakes on tombola?”

3

n.s.

Slovenian, n = 30 (three items per condition, plus fillers)



DE ENVIRONMENT: 
RESTRICTOR OF QUANTIFIER

0.00%$

10.00%$

20.00%$

30.00%$

40.00%$

50.00%$

60.00%$

70.00%$

80.00%$

90.00%$

100.00%$

$some$→$all$ $dual+two$→$
three$

$dual$→$three$ three$→$four$

(17) Pragmatic Result: Being more morphologically marked, dual will only
be used for the most marked cases of reference, i.e. exactly two

in languages without PL, SG means at least one (number-neutral). Correspond-
ingly, in languages with DL, PL becomes ”three or more”.

4 Suspending Competition in the Slovenian Dual

Context:

(18) ˇ

Ce

if

Eva

Eva

na

on

tomboli

tombola

zadane

wins

tortici,

cakes.du

bo

will

gotovo

surely

vesela.

happy

“If Eva wins two cakes in tombola, she will be very happy.”

question:

(19) Ali

Q

bo

will

Eva

Eva

vesela,

happy

e

if

na

on

tomboli

tombola

zadane

wins

tri

three

totice?

cakes

“Will Eva be happy if she wins three cakes on tombola?”

(20) Vsak

Each

kratkohlačnik,

kid

ki

which

poje

eats

banani,

bananas.du

dobi

gets

za

for

nagrado

prize

bonbon.

candy

“Each kid who will eat (two) bananas will get a candy as reward.”

(21) Ali

Q

dobi

gets

za

for

nagrado

prize

bonbon

candy

tudi

also

tisti

that

kratkohlačnik,

kid

ki

which

poje

eats

tri

three

banane?

bananas

“Will the one who eats three bananas also get a candy as a reward?”

3

(17) Pragmatic Result: Being more morphologically marked, dual will only
be used for the most marked cases of reference, i.e. exactly two

in languages without PL, SG means at least one (number-neutral). Correspond-
ingly, in languages with DL, PL becomes ”three or more”.

4 Suspending Competition in the Slovenian Dual

Context:

(18) ˇ

Ce

if

Eva

Eva

na

on

tomboli

tombola

zadane

wins

tortici,

cakes.du

bo

will

gotovo

surely

vesela.

happy

“If Eva wins two cakes in tombola, she will be very happy.”

question:

(19) Ali

Q

bo

will

Eva

Eva

vesela,

happy

e

if

na

on

tomboli

tombola

zadane

wins

tri

three

totice?

cakes

“Will Eva be happy if she wins three cakes on tombola?”

(20) Vsak

Each

kratkohlačnik,

kid

ki

which

poje

eats

banani,

bananas.du

dobi

gets

za

for

nagrado

prize

bonbon.

candy

“Each kid who will eat (two) bananas will get a candy as reward.”

(21) Ali

Q

dobi

gets

za

for

nagrado

prize

bonbon

candy

tudi

also

tisti

that

kratkohlačnik,

kid

ki

which

poje

eats

tri

three

banane?

bananas

“Will the one who eats three bananas also get a candy as a reward?”

3

n.s.

Slovenian, n = 30 (three items per condition, plus fillers)



SAUERLAND’S MODEL OF 
THE DUAL

• Claim: [dual] denotes an entity of at most two singular parts

•  Our entailment data provides no support for this model; instead dual denotes 
at least two singular parts

• Sauerland (2008) also reports contexts like “some students brought one book, 
and others brought two books, but no students brought more than two”. We 
tested n=30, judging the acceptability of each variantOn the Semantic Markedness of Phi-Features 75

(26) a. Vsak
every

študent
student

je
be.SG

prinesel
brought.MASC

s
with

seboj
self

svoj-o
his.SG

knjig-o
book-SG

“Every student brought his book.”

b. Vsak
every

študent
student

je
be.SG

prinesel
brought.MASC

s
with

seboj
self

svoj-i
his.DL

knjig-i
book-DL

“Every student brought his books (dual).”

c. *Vsak
every

študent
student

je
be.SG

prinesel
brought.MASC

s
with

seboj
self

svoj-e
his.PL

knjig-e
book-PL

“Every student brought his books.”

This result initially is entirely unexpected from the perspective of semantic
markedness since it would entail the contradictory statements that the singular
is simultaneously less and more marked than the dual. I believe though that
the data do not speak to the issue of markedness at all. Note that in examples
like (27) the correct number morphology is determined by the order of the
disjuncts eno “one” and dve “two”.

(27) a. Vsak
every

študent
student

je
be.SG

prinesel
brought.MASC

s
with

seboj
self

eno
one

ali
or

dve
two

knjig-i
book-DL

“Every student brought one or two books.”

b. Vsak
every

študent
student

je
be.SG

prinesel
brought.MASC

s
with

seboj
self

dve
two

ali
or

eno
one

knjig-o
book-SG

“Every student brought one or two books.”

Agreement with one conjunct only suggests that disjunction really applies
at a higher level than the numbers themselves as in one book or two books.
Note this would be analogous to the analysis of Aoun et al. (1994, 1995) for
first conjunct agreement in Arabic mentioned in Section 3.2.1 above. For the
data in (26) where also both singular and dual number are possible, it may
then be similarly possible that at some level of representation the pronoun
corresponds to a disjunction similar to one book or two books or the same with
the reverse order of the disjuncts.

The epistemic status test, however, corroborates the claim that the dual is
less marked than the singular. For this test, I considered (28) in the following
scenario: I want to have someone over for dinner, but I only have enough food
in the house to invite either Bill and his brother or John, who eats for two
people.

(28) Naj
PRT

pride-ta
come-3DL

točno
exactly

ob
at

osmih
8.LOC

“They (dual) should come at 8 o’clock.”

48% acceptance

62% acceptance

0% acceptance



LOOKING TOWARDS THE 
PAUCAL



FROM DUAL TO PAUCAL
• Slavic languages such as Russian lost the dual and now 

have a category known as ‘paucal’ (distinct from that of 
Corbett’s cases) for numerals 2,3,4, though it interacts 
greatly with gender and case in a way distinct from plural

• If the dual means “at least two” this is perhaps a natural 
extension once the morphological system of the 
language has become rearranged without the dual in the 
same paradigm as plural



MORPHOPRAGMATIC 
POSSIBILITIES

• Based on couple, languages with a paucal may simply be duals (or 
trials) and show ‘phantom’ readings with no upper bound, in the 
right experiments

• In Mebengokre (Brazil), there is a paucal (Wiesemann 1986), but it 
really is interpreted as ‘some’ (Salanova, pers.comm.), and shares 
morphology with the plural   

• Perhaps what is called the paucal is really an indefinite plural, e.g. 
“warriors arrived” while what is called the plural is a definite plural, 
e.g. “the warriors arrived”, with maximality imposed by definiteness



SO WHAT ABOUT THOSE 
FEATURES AT THE BEGINNING?
• The relation between features like [±singular,±augmented] in the 

morphology and in the semantics may be like the relationship between 
phonological features and phonetic reality

• It would be possible to rewrite their definitions, though not in a way 
that would allow the reuse of [±augmented] elsewhere in morphology

• Instead, I’ll contend that such features represent a ‘morphologization’ of 
the joint contribution of semantics and pragmatics in canonical upward-
entailing environments, but are not, strictly speaking, the last word at LF
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LACK OF PAUCAL 
AGREEMENT

• Slovenian: dual auxiliary, dual case endings, dual agreement, all phonologically distinct 
from one another

• Harbour 2014, fn 9: “One might wish to see agreement for approximative numbers to 
demonstrate that [±additive] is really in the syntax, rather than packaged away within 
the lexical semantics of a quantifier”

In order for a language to have an approximative number, this parameter must be active.
(Languages, like English, in which it is inactive, have no approximative numbers.) This
underdetermines the position of the cut. So the sociosemantic convention is needed.

(14) Sociosemantic convention: The semantic range of the cut defined by
[±additive] is subject to social convention.

That is, whenever the syntactic parameter 13 is active, the language—or, rather, the
speech community—must conventionalize its interpretation, since this is constrained,
not determined, by the feature itself. This approach permits one feature to characterize
three distinct numbers—paucal, greater plural, and global plural (discussed immedi-
ately below)—and predicts cooccurrence restrictions between them (§5.1).

The remainder of this section illustrates the range of cardinal values that a speech
community may settle on in establishing an approximative number. This variation is not
limited to the difference between the descriptive labels ‘paucal’ and ‘greater plural’,
say. It also affects the size of ‘paucal’ or ‘greater plural’ in different languages.9

Beginning with the paucal, a language in which it has a rather restricted cardinal range
is Koasati. Kimball (1991:403, 449) writes that the ‘few nouns’ that may take a paucal
suffix do so for the meaning ‘two or three’ or ‘more than two but less than five or six’.

In Yimas, where the paucal extends to all humans, its numerical range is slightly
greater. Foley (1991:216) says it is ‘[p]rototypically, … three to five individuals’,
though its meaning is, more generally, ‘a few; from three up to about seven, but variable
depending on context’.

In Boumaa Fijian, the range is greater still. Dixon (1988:52) says that ‘[t]here is no
fixed number of people below which it is appropriate to use a paucal pronoun and above
which a plural should be employed’. However, ‘a plural must refer to more participants
than paucal’. For instance, ‘[p]aucal is used when addressing one-third of the adult vil-
lagers (twenty or so people), but plural when referring the whole village (perhaps sixty
adults)’. This almost suggests that the Boumaa paucal has been conventionalized to
mean ‘proportionally few’, as well as ‘cardinally few’.

In the context of numerals, languages may conventionalize a very precise cut-off
point for the paucal. In Russian, it is limited to complements (in nonoblique cases) of
numerals ending in two, three, and four, a cardinal range reminiscent of Koasati. In Ara-
bic (Ojeda 1992) and Biak (Suriel Mofu, p.c.), the cut-off point is ten, after which the
plural is used, a fact doubtless related to the languages’ decimal counting systems. I as-
sume that [±additive] is, in these languages, a selectional feature on numerals. In Rus-
sian, it has only this function. In Biak, it is governed by numerals but may also occur
independently (as in n. 9). When Biak paucals occur without numerals, I take it that the
strict decimal cut-off no longer applies. If it did apply, then use of the paucal—in situa-
tions when nine, ten, or eleven fish, say, suddenly escape from a net containing
scores—would rely on an ability to make immediate judgments about exact cardinali-
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9 The reality of the syntactic parameter requires little comment beyond the observation that some languages
have approximative numbers and some do not, except that one might wish to see agreement for approxima-
tive numbers to demonstrate that [±additive] is really in the syntax, rather than packaged away within the lex-
ical semantics of a quantifier (cf. the distinction between dual and two). Some instances are found in Banyun
(‘Noun phrase modifiers such as adjectives agree, distinguishing the various singular, plural and greater plu-
ral classes’; Corbett 2000:31), Yimas (see examples 44–45 below), and Biak, as in (i).

(i) Sinan kovan-sko-ya sko-ra sk- ún wós anine
ancestor our- 3pc-the 3pc-go 3pc-take word this

‘Our ancestors went there and took this word’ (van den Heuvel 2006:447)

This single example, to nonspecialist 
eyes, looks like an incorporated 
pronoun, rather than agreement



ANALOGUES OF COUPLE: 
GERMAN 

• ein paar ‘a couple of ’ (distinct from ein Paar, a pair) 
is often used to refer to up to 10, 20 entities 
(Casartelli, pers. comm)

• Arguably yet another ‘at least two’ paucal
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I would like to discuss the semantic scope of ein paar a little further. Ein paar is equivalent to the 
quantifiers few, several or some in English. The quantifier is predominantly used with semantically 
inherent unspecified or general nouns. 
 
(1) Es befinden sich ein paar Leute im Raum. 
There are several/few people in the room. 
 
(2) Es gibt ein paar Individuen, denen ist alles egal. 
There are some people who do not care about anything. 
 
(3) #Es warten ein paar Detektive auf Dich. 
Some detectives are waiting for you. 
 
(4) Kannst Du bitte ein paar Äpfel und Birnen mitbringen? 
Could you please pick up some apples and pears? 
 
(5) Warte noch ein paar Minuten bevor du anrufst. 
Wait a couple of minutes before you call. 
 
(6) Es warten ein paar Aufgaben auf Dich. 
There are some tasks waiting for you. 
 
The semantic scope of ein paar is defined by the context of the usage and the semantic scope of the N 
in [N + NP] where the quantifier is attached to. The number of entities referred to in (4), (5) and (6) is 
smaller than in (1) and (2). The variance in number in these sentences can be explained either by the 
animacy of the ontological entities in the NP or their referential size i.e. their actual size in the real 
world. For example in (5), every speaker refers to Minute as the same ontological entity since it is a 
universal unit of measurement. Also in sentence (4) the same notion could apply. Since apples and 
pears usually do not significantly vary in size from one harvest to the other one of a sudden, speakers 
can refer to them as ontological entities with constant small size. It is indeed the size that determines 
the quantity referred to by ein paar in (4), (5) and (6). Since the units of the NP are relatively small, it 
is clear that the range of the number is dependently small as well. The person picking up some apples 
and pears in (4) would probably pick up 3-6 units per each, which is a relatively small number. Also in 
(5) the amount of minutes suggested implies anything between 3 and 10. But in case of sentence (6) 
the number of tasks referred to can range between 3 and 20, depending on the pragmatic context and 
the circumstance the utterance was made. For example if a parents tells their child that several tasks 
are waiting to be attended to, the number is much smaller rather when someone is pursuing an 
academic achievement for instance, there the tasks encompass abstract units of the inherent modularity 
of the goal that wants to be achieved. 
The nominal entities used in (4), (5) and (6) are small units that have no sematically inherent plurality, 
but can be pluralized for the usage in certain contexts. Whereas the entities used in (1) and (2) already 
inhibit semantic plurality. Leute the N in (1) is a plural noun and it can only be used as an unspecific 
plural noun and it equals the English word people. Since Leute already inhibits the plural number 
meaning in its semantics, the N can take a numeral quantifier to specify the N in certain contexts. 
Contrasting to the nouns in (4), (5) and (6), the noun in (1) is a mass noun for people. Therefore it 
refers to an assembly of animate human ontological entities subsumed into one mass noun. Since the 
tokens subsumed under this noun are larger units than fruit or small time units as in sentences (4) and 
(5), the number to ein paar refers to with Leute is larger than the one with fruit in (4). It can then be 
stated that the number of entities referred to by ein paar Leute is between 5-40 depending on the 
context of the setting. A small number of ein paar Leute can occur in contexts that refer to small 
spaces such as rooms or smaller happenings. Whereas a larger number of ein paar Leute occurs in 



SLAVIC DUAL: SPORADIC 
EXTENSION,  ONLY TO 3?

• Composed numerals:

• dvesta ‘200’ (with dual form on hundred)

• trista ‘300’ (with dual form on hundred)

• cetiristo ‘400’

• In this (obviously older, intermediate) case, the dual was 
extended only to 3.


